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A semilinear elliptic boundary value problem, Au+f (x, u, *)=0 (with fu(x, u, *)
bounded below) can be shown to be equivalent to a finite-dimensional problem,
B(c, *)=0 # Rd (c # Rd ), in the sense that their solution sets, which are not necessarily
singletons, are in a onetoone correspondence (c(u) W u(c)). The function B(c, *)
is called the bifurcation function. It is shown that, for any solution u(c), the number of
negative (resp. zero) eigenvalues of the matrix Bc(c, *) is identical to the number of
negative (resp. zero) eigenvalues of the linearized elliptic operator Av+fu(x, u(c), *)v.
This results in a version of the principle of reduced stability for the problem ut+Au
+f (x, u, *)=0 and its reduction c$+B(c, *)=0.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The principle of reduced stability has its roots in bifurcation theory and
can be described as follows. Suppose that u* is a rest point of a system
u$+F(u, *)=0 whose steady-state equation admits a LyapunovSchmidt
reduction to 1(w, *)=0. Here w=Pu is a projection of u and 1(w, *) is
a projection of F(u, *) restricted to the LyapunovSchmidt manifold, so
that w*=Pu* is a rest point of w$+1(w, *)=0. When applicable the prin-
ciple of reduced stability states that the stability properties of u* , as a rest
point of u$+F(u, *)=0, are the same as those of w* , as a rest point of
w$+1(w, *)=0. In particular, u* is a hyperbolic rest point if and only if w*
is a hyperbolic rest point, and the dimensions of their unstable manifolds
are the same.
The validity of the principle of reduced stability, which can be determined
by a comparison of spectral data in conjunction with the principle of
linearized stability, has been investigated by several authors (see the pivotal
works [7, 8, 9] and the references therein). Although true under quite
general hypotheses when 1 is a scalar function, it is not valid when 1
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A special case, recognized by Vegas [9], is that of gradient systems. In this
case the reduced problem inherits the variational structure of the original
problem, and it can be seen that w* corresponds to a minimum energy level
if and only if u* corresponds to a minimum energy level.
In this work we present a version of the principle of reduced stability for
the case in which F(u, *) is a semilinear elliptic operator with linear part
in divergence form. Thus the dynamic problem, u$+F(u, *)=0, is a parabolic
problem (see (2.1)(2.2)). The assumed structure of F(u, *) makes this a
gradient system. As suggested by Vegas [9], the gradient structure does
result in the validity of the principle in this case.
Since we are interested in particular in the problem for a variable
coefficient semilinear PDE, our assumptions and methods differ slightly in
character from those of previous works, many of which focused on the
ODE case. Under standard hypotheses for PDE, the method of alternative
problems and monotone operator theory is used to show that the steady-
state problem F(u, *)=0 admits a reduction to a finite-dimensional problem.
This process mimics the method of LyapunovSchmidt but allows for
projection onto a subspace which is not necessarily the null space of the
linearization (cf. [3]). It is then shown that the linearized operator
Fu(u0 , *), about any rest point u0 , and the linearized operator 1w(w0 , *),
about the corresponding rest point w0=Pu0 , must have the same spectral
counts of negative (i.e. unstable) and zero (i.e. critical) eigenvalues.
The gradient structure is used in a different way than suggested above.
What is actually used is the resulting self-adjointness of the linearizations.
Ultimately we show that when Fu is restricted to the tangent space of the
LyapunovSchmidt manifold it agrees with 1w . The interlacing properties
of eigenvalues (cf. [6, 10]) of a self-adjoint linear operator and its restric-
tion to a subspace then come into play to verify spectral comparisons. The
well-known max-min and min-max characterization of eigenvalues are the
main tools used in verifying these comparisons.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides the basic framework
of the problem, including the notations and assumptions used throughout.
Section 3 describes the reduction to a finite-dimensional alternative
problem and the resulting bifurcation function. In Section 4 the connection
between the eigenvalues of the two linearized operators is shown and the
principle of reduced stability is verified. An example is briefly discussed in
Section 5.
2. THE PRINCIPLE OF LINEARIZED STABILITY
Our goal is to present a version of the principle of reduced stability for
the semilinear parabolic problem
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xi++ f (x, u, *)=0, (t, x) # (0, )_0, (2.1)
u(t, x)=0, (t, x) # (0, )_0. (2.2)
Throughout we assume 0/RN is an open bounded subset with sufficiently
smooth boundary 0, and use the standard notations (e.g. L2(0), H 10(0)
=W 1, 20 (0), and H
2(0)=W2, 2(0)) as found in [4]. For convenience we
let | } | and ( } , } ) denote the usual L2(0) norm and inner product. The
Dirichlet norm &u&=(i |uxi |
2)12 will be used in H 10(0). By the Poincare
inequality this is equivalent to the usual one.
Problem (2.1)(2.2) determines a gradient system in H 10(0) having the







F(x, u(x), *) dx,











and F(x, u, *) satisfies Fu(x, u, *)= f (x, u, *) with F(x, 0, *)=0. The rest
points of (2.1)(2.1) are solutions of the elliptic boundary value problem









with domain D(A)=H 10(0) & H
2(0)/L2(0). Here and subsequently we
use f [u, *] to denote the Nemytskii (i.e. composition) operator u  f [u, *].




E$(u) } ,=a(u, ,)+( f [u, *], ,), , # H 10(0),
the rest points are the critical points of E, and in general E decreases along
solution trajectories.
The coefficients of A are assumed to satisfy
aij # C0, 1(0 ), 1i, jN (A1 )




aij (x) !i!j :0 :
N
i=1
!2i , x # 0, ! # R
N, (A3 )
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for some constant :0>0. Clear a(u, v), as defined above, is the symmetric
bilinear form a( } , } ) : H 10(0)_H
1
0(0)  R associated with A. Under these
assumptions, A is strictly elliptic in 0 and determines a self-adjoint operator
in L2(0) (cf. [4]), with &A being the generator of an analytic semigroup
in L2(0) (cf. [5]).
The following hypotheses on f (x, u, *) will be assumed throughout:
(F1 ) f # C 1(0_R_4) for some open subset 4/Rk.
(F2) There are numbers &}0 such that
&} fu(x, u, *)&, (x, u, *) # 0_R_4.
(F3) f ( } , 0, *) # L2(0), for all * # 4.
The roles of } and & in a detailed analysis are different and therefore
we have distinguished the lower and upper bounds in assumption (F2 ).
The lower bound &} determines the dimension d of the reduced problem
(cf. Lemma 3.1). The upper bound & and hence the global Lipschitz charac-
ter is assumed for convenience. Under these assumptions it is easy to see
that f (x, u, *) generates a family of Nemytskii operators from H1(0)
into L2(0).
The above hypotheses on A and f are sufficient to insure the existence of
a unique solution of the first initial-boundary value for (2.1), that is
u$+Au+f [u, *]=0, u(0)=u0 , (2.5)
for all u0 # D(A12)=H 10(0). The solution, which exist for all t>0, will
be denoted by S(t, u0). A rest point u0 is said to be asymptotically stable
if it is stable in the sense of Lyapunov and if there is a neighborhood
N(u0 , $)=[v0 # H 10(0): &v0&u0 &<$] of u0 such that S(t, v0)  u0 as
t  +.
Under the hypotheses above, the following version of the principle of
linearized stability follows immediately from the results presented in [5,
Chapter 5]. In particular (F1)(F3 ) insure that f [ } , *] # C1(H 10(0), L
2(0))
and that the remainder operator R[h]= f [u+h, *]&f [u, *]& fu[u, *]h
is Lipschitz from N(0, r) to L2(0), for all small r and with constant k=o(r)
as r  0+.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that A and f satisfy (A1)(A3) and (F1)(F3 )
respectively. Let u0 # D(A) be a rest point of (2.5), and let Luo , * be the linear
operator
Lu0 , *v=Av+fu[u0 , *]v,
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with domain D(Lu0 , *)=H
1
0(0) & H
2(0). If all of the eigenvalues of Lu0 , * are
positive then u0 is asymptotically stable. If at least one eigenvalue of Lu0 , * is
negative then u0 is unstable. Furthermore, if Lu0 , * has k negative eigenvalues
and all other eigenvalues are positive then there is (locally) a stable manifold
Ws(u0 ) and a k-dimensional unstable manifold W u(u0) at u0 .
3. THE BIFURCATION FUNCTION
In this section the method of alternative problems, or the Lyapunov
Schmidt reduction (cf. [3]), is used to show that the steady-state problem
Au+f [u, *]=0 (3.1)
can be reduced to an equivalent finite-dimensional problem. By equivalent
we mean that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solution
sets.
Assumptions (A1)(A3 ) guarantee (cf. [4]) the existence of countably
infinite sequences of eigenvalues [*i]i=1 and eigenfunctions [,i]

i=1 for the
operator A, with the eigenfunctions spanning L2(0). We assume that
the eigenvalues are ordered by their indices so that 0<*1<*2*3 } } } ,
with *k  + as k  +. We will assume that the eigenfunctions are
orthonormal in L2(0).
Given +>*1 , we define d=max[i : *i<+] and W=span[,i : 1id]
/L2(0). W is a finite-dimensional subspace whose orthogonal comple-
ment (in L2(0)) is denoted by W =. In H 10(0) the complementary subspace
V=W= & H 10(0) will be used. We will say that the orthogonal decomposi-
tion of L2(0)=W+W= is induced by +. Clearly d, W and V all depend
on +. However, a fixed choice of + will be assumed and there will be no
need to reflect this dependence in the notation.
Corresponding to the decomposition L2(0)=W+W =, there are ortho-
gonal projections P: L2(0)  W and Q=I&P. Using these projections,
(3.1) can be decomposed into a system for the components w=Pu and
v=Qu of a solution u:
Aw+Pf [w+v, *]=0 and Av+Qf [w+v, *]=0. (3.2)
Lemma 3.1. Let +>}, where } is the number appearing in (F2 ), and
let L2(0)=W+W= be the decomposition of L2(0) induced by +. Then for
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each (w, *) # W_4 there is a unique (weak) solution v # W= & D(A)=
V & H2(0) of the problem
Av+Qf [w+v, *]=0, (3.3)
and hence a well-defined map _(w, *)=v from W_4 into V.
Proof. A brief sketch of the proof is given, as some of the features of the
proof are used subsequently. Fix (w, *) # W_4 and define T : V  V* by
T(v)=Av+Qf [w+v, *]. From the variational characterization of the
eigenvalues of A and the definition of d we have
a(u, u)*d+1 |u| 2+ |u| 2, \u # V. (3.4)
Hence, with ( } , } ) : V_V* denoting the dual pairing, it follows from (A3 ),
(F2), and (3.4) that for any % # [0, 1],
(T(v1)&T(v2), v1&v2 ) [(1&%) +&}] |v1&v2 | 2+%:0 &v1&v2&2.
Choosing %=(+&})+ we find that T is continuous, monotone and coercive.
Hence T(v)=0 has a unique solution; that is, (3.3) has a unique weak solution
v # V. A standard boot strap argument then shows v # H2(0). K
Lemma 3.1 shows that, for each fixed (w, *) # W_4, the second equa-
tion in (3.2) is uniquely solvable for v=_(w, *), provided +>}. Therefore,
if w satisfies
Aw+Pf [w+_(w, *), *]=0,
then u=w+_(w, *) must be a solution of (3.1), since both equations are
then necessarily satisfied. This equation is called the bifurcation equation
and the mapping 1 : W_4  W , 1(w, *) = Aw + Pf [w + _(w, *), *],
appearing on the left is called the bifurcation function.
For the validity of Lemma 3.1 the choice of +>} is arbitrary. Clearly
if *k}<*k+1 then one choice is +=*k+1. Henceforth we make the
following standing assumptions.
(S1) Under the hypotheses (A1 )(A3) and (F1 )(F3), a choice of
+>} has been made, so that d, W and V are determined by
d=max[i : *i<+],
W=span[,1 , ..., ,d] and V=W= & H 10(0).
(S2) Lemma 3.1 is valid and the map v=_(w, *) is defined implicitly
by (3.3).
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(S3) The bifurcation function 1 : W_4  W is given by
1(w, *)=Aw+Pf [w+_(w, *), *].
(S4) The space W is identified with Rd through the correspondence
w=w(c)=di=1 ci,i and the bifurcation function 1(w, *) is identified with
its vector field of Fourier coefficients B(c, *)=[B1 , ..., Bd ], where
Bi (c, *)=(1(w, *), ,i)=*ici+|
0
f (x, w+_(w, *), *) ,i dx.
Corollary 3.2. Under the standing assumptions (S1)(S4), u # D(A)
is a solution of (3.1) if and only if u=w+_(w, *), with (w, *) # W_4
satisfying 1(w, *)=0; equivalently u=w(c)+_(w(c), *), with (c, *) # Rd_4
satisfying B(c, *)=0.
The functions _ and 1 that have been introduced are C1 functions. The
next result describes the partial derivatives of _ and 1 that will be relevant
to the discussion. The proof is straight-forward and hence omitted.
Lemma 3.3. The maps _: W_4  V and 1 : W_4  W are continuously
(Fre chet) differentiable. The partial derivative _w(w, *) # L(W, V) is deter-
mined as follows. If ! # W then v=v(!)=_w(w, *) } ! is the solution of the
linearized problem
Av+Qfu[w+_(w, *), *](!+v)=0. (3.5)
The partial derivative 1w(w, *) # L(W, W ) is then given by
1w(w, *) } !=A!+Pfu[w+_(w, *), *](!+_w(w, *) } !), ! # W. (3.6)
To conclude this section we make some observations and introduce
some additional notation that will be used in the next section. Notice that
it follows from Corollary 3.2 that all solutions of (3.1) must lie on the
manifold
M=[z # H 10(0) & H
2(0) : z=w+_(w, *), (w, *) # W_4].
If z=w+_(w, *) # M then the defining property of v=_(w, *) (i.e.
(3.3)) states that Av+Qf [z, *]=0, while by definition of 1(w, *) (cf. (S3))
Aw+Pf [z, *]=1(w, *). Addition of these equations shows that each z=
w+_(w, *) # M satisfies a modified version of (3.1); namely
Az+f [z, *]=1(w, *). (3.7)
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Thus the nonlinear mapping u  Au+f [u, *] agrees with the bifurca-
tion function on the manifold M. The same is true of the linearizations
when restricted to the tangent space of M.
Given a point z=w+_(w, *) # M, the tangent vector to M at z in the
direction ! # W is
zw } !=!+v(!), (3.8)
where v=v(!)=_w(w, *) } ! is the solution of (3.5). Since Av+Qfu[z, *]
(!+v)=0, while according to (3.6) A!+Pfu[z, *](!+v)=1w(w, *) } !. it
follows that
Lz, *(zw } !)=A(zw } !)+ fu[z, *](zw } !)=1w(w, *) } !. (3.9)
The matrix of 1w(w, *) relative to the basis [,1 , ..., ,d] is the matrix
of partial derivatives (cf. (S4)) Bc=[Bicj]=(,i , 1w(w, *) } ,j ). This is
a symmetric matrix due to the gradient structure of the problem (cf.
[3, Theorem 4.11.1]). This is a crucial fact which can be seen as follows.
Let E : W  R be the restriction of E to M. Thus E(w)=E(z), where
z=w+_(w, *) # M. Since each z # M satisfies (3.7), and since 1(w, *) # W
and P(zw } !)=! (see (3.8)), it follows from the chain rule that
E$(w) } !=a(z, zw } !)+( f [z, *], zw } !)=(1(w, *), zw } !)=(1(w, *), !).
Thus E$(w)=1(w, *). If z=z(c)=w(c)+_(w(c), *), c # Rd, and E(c) is
analogously defined by E(c)=E(z(c)) then {E(c)=B(c, *). Hence the
matrix Bc(c, *) is the Hessian matrix of E(c), and is therefore symmetric.
4. THE PRINCIPLE OF REDUCED STABILITY
In this section we consider the linear operator
Lz, *=A+ fu[z, *], (4.1)
with domain D(Lz, *)=H 10(0) & H
2(0), and show that the number of
negative (resp. zero) eigenvalues of Lz, * is identical to the number of
negative (resp. zero) eigenvalues of the matrix Bc(c, *), when z=z(c)=
w(c)+_(w(c), *) # M. Since all rest points u0 lie on M the principle of
reduced stability will then follow from Theorem 2.1.
As (3.9) shows, when Lz, * is restricted to the tangent space of M at z it
agrees with 1w(w, *). Thus the monotone or interlacing property of the
eigenvalues of a linear operator restricted to a subspace plays a central role. This
is a well-known property of Hermitian matrices (cf. [6]) which generalizes
to self-adjoint linear operators on a Hilbert space (cf. [10]). Throughout
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this section we continue to work under the standing assumptions (S1 )(S4 ).
In particular we continue to identify w=w(c)=di=1 ci,i # W with c # R
d.
For any (c, *) # Rd_4, consider the matrix Bc=Bc(c, *) of 1w(w, *)
relative to the basis [,1 , ..., ,d]. It has been shown that Bc is a symmetric
matrix. Hence there is a orthonormal basis of eigenvectors e 1 , ..., e d for Rd.
The corresponding eigenvalues #1 , ..., #d are all real, and will be assumed to
be ordered by their indices. Thus
Bce j=#je j (1 jd ),
e Ti e j=$ij (1i, jd ),
#j#j+1 (1 jd&1).
These eigenvalues and eigenvectors depend on (c, *), but this will not be
indicated in the notation.
The change of basis wj=di=1 eij,i , 1 jd, (in W ) results in an
orthonormal basis [w1 , ..., wd] that diagonalizes 1w(w, *); that is
1w(w, *) } wj=#jwj , 1 jd. (4.2)
Using the notation of Lemma 3.3, let vj=_w(w, *) } wj and set (cf. (3.8))
zj=wj+vj=zw } wj , 1 jd. (4.3)
These are tangent vectors to M with the property that (cf. (3.9) and (4.2))
Lz, * zj=Azj+ fu[z, *] zj=1w(w, *) } wj=#jwj . (4.4)
This property of the functions zj will be used in estimating the eigenvalues
of Lz, * by the min-max and max-min characterizations of eigenvalues. For
(4.1) these characterizations are presented in terms of the Rayleigh quotient
R(u)=
a(u, u)+( fu[z, *] u, u)
|u| 2
, u # H 10(0),
where a(u, v) is the bilinear form associated with A. Let [’i]i=1 be an
enumeration of the eigenvalues of Lz, * with ’i’i+1 , for i1 (with strict







where the infimum is over all subspaces Sk/H 10(0) having dimension
equal to k. The next result is the well-known first monotonicity principle
(cf. [10]), or the Poincare separation theorem (cf. [6]).
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Lemma 4.1. Let (c, *) # Rd_4, w=w(c) and z=w+_(w, *) # M. Let
[#i ]di=1 denote the eigenvalues of the matrix Bc(c, *), [’i]

i=1 denote the
eigenvalues of the linear operator Lz, *=A+fu[z, *], and k # [1, ..., d]. If
#k<0 then ’k<0, and if #k0 then ’k#k .
Proof. Let k # [1, ..., d] and Sk=span[z1 , ..., zk], where zi is defined
in (4.3). If u # Sk then u=ki=1 :izi and it follows from (4.4) and the
orthogonality of W and V that
a(u, u)+( fu[z, *] u, u)= :
k
i, j=1




Since u=ki=1 :iwi+v, where v=
k
i=1 :ivi # W
=, this implies
R(u)=

















If #k<0 then max[R(u): u # Sk]<0, with strict inequality since R(u)=0
only if u=0, and hence ’k<0. If #k0 then max[R(u): u # Sk]#k , and
it follows that ’k#k . K
Next consider the max-min characterization of eigenfunctions. Given k&1
linearly independent functions g1 , ..., gk&1 # H 10(0) let S
=
k&1 ( g1 , ..., gk&1)=
[uH 10(0) : (u, gi)=0, 1ik&1]. Then
’k= sup
g1 , ..., gk&1
inf
u # S =k&1 ( g1 , ..., gk&1 )
R(u),
where the supremum is taken over all choices of k&1 linearly independent
functions g1 , ..., gk&1 # H 10(0).
Lemma 4.2. Let (c, *) # Rd_4, w=w(c) and z=w+_(w, *) # M. If
[#i ]di=1 are the eigenvalues of the matrix Bc(c, *) and [’i ]

i=1 are the eigen-
values of the linear operator Lz, *=A+fu [z, *] then ’i>0 for all i>d,
and hence Lz, *=A+fu[z, *] can have at most d non-positive eigenvalues.
Furthermore, for each k # [1, ..., d], if #k>0 then ’k>0 and if #k0 then
’k#k .
Proof. First, according to hypothesis (F2) on f (x, u, *) and the choice
of +>}, it follows as in Section 2 (cf. (3.4)) that
a(v, v)+( fu[z, *] v, v)+ |v| 2&} |v| 2, \v # V=W= & H 10(0).
Hence R(v)(+&}), \v # S =d ((,1 , ..., ,d)=V, and therefore ’d+1
+&}>0.
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Next let k # [1, ..., d], and consider the subspace S =k&1((w1 , ..., wk&1).
Clearly u # S =k&1((w1 , ..., wk&1) if and only if u=
d
i=k :iwi+v, for some
:k , ..., :d # R and v # V. Letting zi=wi+vi , as defined in (4.3), any such u
may be written in the form
u=u~ +v~ , where u~ = :
d
i=k




But then a(u, u)+( fu[z, *]u, u) becomes
(u~ , Au~ +fu[z, *] u~ )+2(v~ , Au~ +fu[z, *] u~ )+a(v~ , v~ )+( fu[z, *] v~ , v~ ).
Since each vi # V, so that v~ # V, it follows as above that a(v~ , v~ )+( fu[z, *] v~ , v~ )
(+&}) |v~ | 2. From (4.4) it follows, as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, that
(u~ , Au~ +fu[z, *] u~ )=di=k :i#
2
i . And by orthogonality, Au~ +fu[z, *] u~ # W
implies (v~ , Au~ +fu[z, *] u~ )=0. Hence
a(u, u)+( fu[z, *] u, u) :
d
i=k





:2i +(+&}) |v~ |
2 .
Clearly R(su)=R(u), for s{0. Thus we may assume |u|=1, and conse-










|:i | 2+2 \ |v~ | 2+\ :
d
i=k




|:i | 2+|v~ | 2+ .
Therefore, if #k>0 then
R(u)=a(u, u)+( fu[z, *] u, u)




2+min[#k , +&}]2(1+Ck) .
Hence ’k0. On the other hand, since di=k :
2
i 1 it follows that if #k0
then
R(u)=a(u, u)+( fu[z, *] u, u)#k .
Hence ’k#k in this case. K
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 can now be combined to show that the number of
negative (resp. zero) eigenvalues of the matrix Bc(c, *) is identical to the
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number of negative (resp. zero) eigenvalues of the linear operator Lz, *=
A+ fu[z, *], when z=z(c)=w(c)+_(w(c), *). Recall that each set of
eigenvalues is assumed ordered according to their indices. Let N #& and N
#
0
denote the number of negative and zero eigenvalues of Bc respectively.
Similarly let N ’& and N
’
0 denote the number of negative and zero eigen-
values of Lz, *=A+fu[z, *] respectively. The following is an immediate
consequence of the previous two results.














From the above results the following version of the principle of reduced
stability is obtained.
Theorem 4.4. Under the standing assumptions (S1)(S4), there is a one-to-
one correspondence between the solutions u # D(A) of (3.1) and the solutions
c # Rd of the bifurcation equation B(c, *)=0. If u0 is any solution of (3.1)
and c0 is the corresponding solution of B(c, *)=0, then: (i) u0 is an
asymptotically stable rest point of (2.5) if and only if c0 is an asymptotically
stable rest point of c$+B(c, *)=0; and (ii) u0 is hyperbolic rest point of
(2.5) with an unstable manifold of dimension k if and only if c0 is a hyper-
bolic rest point of c$+B(c, *)=0 with an unstable manifold of dimension k.
In case (ii) the dimension k can be at most d.
Proof. The one-to-one correspondence is described in Corollary 3.2
which also shows that all solutions of (3.1) lie on M. Hence Lemma 4.3
is applicable with z=u0 and shows that the linearized operators Lu0 , *=
A+ fu[u0 , *] and Bc(c0 , *) have the same number of negative and zero
eigenvalues, the total of which is bounded by d. Applying Theorem 2.1
completes the proof. K
5. AN APPLICATION
To illustrate the methods and results of the previous sections we consider
the steady-state problem
&2u+ g(u)=h(x), x # 0, (5.1)
u(x)=0, x # 0, (5.2)
in the context of the well-known result of Ambrosetti and Prodi [1].
Following these authors, and also Berger and Podolak [2] who work with
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H 10(0) solutions, we assume that g # C
2(R) satisfies: g(0)=0; g"(u)<0 for
all u # R;
0> lim
u  &
g$(u)>&*1 and &*1> lim
u  +
g$(u)>&*2 ;
and that h # L2(0). Here *1 , *2 denote the first and second eigenvalues of
&2 subject to (5.2). In this case f (x, u, *)= g(u)&h(x), and (F1)(F3 )
hold with *1<}<*2 . Hence the choice +=*2 insures the validity of
Lemma 3.1. With this choice (S1) states that d=1, W=span[,1] and
V=[u # H 10(0) : (u, ,1)=0], with ,1 denoting the first eigenfunction of
&2 subject to (5.2). Furthermore (compare (S3)(S4 ))
1(c,1)=*1 c,1+(g[c,1+_(c,1)]&h, ,1) ,1=B(c) ,1 .
In essence, Berger and Podolak [2] used the function B(c) to show that
there is a manifold Y1 of co-dimension one in L2(0) that separates L2(0)
into two parts, Y0 and Y2 , in such a way that if h # Y0 then (5.1)(5.2)
has no solution and if h # Y2 then (5.1)(5.2) has two solutions. In the later
case, the results of Section 4 can be used to show that one of these is
asymptotically stable while the other has a 1-dimensional unstable manifold.
Notice that in the present situation (3.7) becomes
&2z+ g[z]=B(c) ,1+h, (5.3)
where z=c,1+_(c,1). Differentiating (5.3) we obtain (with z$=dzdc and
z"=d 2zdc2)
&2z$+ g$[z] z$=B$(c) ,1 , (5.4)
&2z"+ g$[z] z"+ g"[z] z$2=B"(c) ,1 . (5.5)
Since z$=,1+v$ and z"=v", where v$, v" # V, it follows from (5.4)(5.5)
that
B"(c)=(B"(c) ,1 , z$)=(&2z"+ g$[z] z"+ g"[z] z$2, z$)
=(z", &2z$+ g$[z] z$)+(g"[z] z$2, z$)=(g"[z], z$3).
Suppose now that B$(c)=0. Since Lemma 4.2 states that there can be at
most one non-positive eigenvalue of L=&2+ g$[z] (subject to (5.2)), it
follows that z$ is the first eigenfunction for L. As such it is of one sign,
and since z$&,1 # W =, so that (z$, ,1)=1, it must be that z$>0 in 0.
Therefore, if B$(c)=0 then B"(c)<0. Consequently, B$(c) has at most one
sign change, and this must be from positive to negative as c increases.
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Now if h # Y2 then there are two numbers cl<cr such that B(cl)=B(cr)
=0 and hence a third number cm # (cl , cr) such that B$(cm)=0. It follows
that B$(cl)>0 and B$(cr)<0. From Theorem 4.4 it follows that the
solution u(cl)=cl,1+_(cl,1) is asymptotically stable, while the solution
u(cr)=cr ,1+_(cr,1) is unstable and has a 1-dimensional unstable
manifold.
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